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Abstract - Many functional properties of different materials can be determined by an understanding of the local structure and atomic-level disorder. This insight is critical to the nuclear science community as it directly impacts the quality of materials and forensic science. Reverse Monte Carlo is a general method of structural modeling that has made it possible to generate three-dimensional structural models whose atomic configurations are consistent with experimental data. Although data and models are consistent, the specific structural model acquired from the Reverse Monte Carlo algorithm is a single non-unique solution. Therefore, multiple runs of the RMC algorithm are required to quantify the variability in model solutions and the material structures that they are meant to represent. We propose a Bayesian approach to structural modeling that provides improved estimates of the variances of all atomic coordinates without requiring multiple runs of the estimation algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the composition and spatial configuration of atoms within a material is critical to advance many areas of science and technology [1]. Knowledge of the atomic disorder can directly lead to the discovery of new materials with improved properties [2]. In particular, materials that are directly related to nuclear science could be improved, such as semiconductor detectors and scintillators [3, 4]. Understanding crystalline properties can also be useful to nuclear forensic science for inferring sample provenance [5, 6].

We can infer the atom location by the Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) algorithm [7] which produces a set of plausible atomic locations consistent with the experimental data. However, the resulting solution set is not unique. Further, as a single realization of reasonable locations, it does not include any formal error quantification. Therefore, we consider the use of a hierarchical Bayesian framework that quantifies joint uncertainties of all of the atomic location estimates and provides a natural way to assess modeling assumptions.

II. ATOMIC STRUCTURAL MODELLING

1. Data Collection

Materials scientists describe the structure of materials in terms of the patterns that are combined to fill space, known as unit cells [8]. This substructure is then repeated to create a supercell (see example of barium titanate (BaTiO₃) in Figure 1). In BaTiO₃, a single barium atom, neighboring titanium atom, and three adjacent oxygen atoms describe the unit cell. The complete lattice, i.e. supercell, is then easily constructed by repeating the pattern of these six atoms throughout the predetermined domain. To improve materials, such as those used in semiconductor detectors and scintillators, scientists must understand their electrical and mechanical properties. That understanding comes from measuring the relative distance between all atoms in the supercell.

Unfortunately, the science of measuring relative atom distance is challenging due to the sub-microscopic scale of the measurements. Since direct measurements of distances are not attainable, diffraction methods are used to determine pairwise distances between all atoms in a supercell. Diffraction methods, including X-ray [9], electron [10], and neutron diffraction [11], involve a sample of material being bombarded with beams or subatomic particles, resulting in angles and intensity of diffraction. This pattern is then used to quantify the average number of atoms that occur as a function of relative distance.

![Fig. 1. Example supercell of barium titanate (BaTiO₃). Barium is grey, titanium is blue, and oxygen is orange. The smaller cube represents the unit cell structure.](image-url)
the angles of diffraction. The peaks of high intensity as a function of angle identify where common angles of diffraction exist. By fitting this curve while simultaneously estimating parameters that control atom positions within a unit cell, the global structure of the material is estimated. For X-ray and neutron powder diffraction, a commonly used method of global structure analysis is Rietveld refinement [12].

Unfortunately, this only provides information about the average unit cell structure and a material’s properties can only be fully understood once patterns across and within different unit cells are illuminated. The RMC algorithm was developed to close this gap. Although this method is applicable to different forms of diffraction data (see [13] for details), to simplify notation, the following section assumes that the experimental data was obtained through neutron diffraction.

2. Reverse Monte Carlo

Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) is an algorithm used for structural modeling where the result is a finite set of atomic coordinates \((s)\), that is consistent with experimental data. In order to estimate \(s\), the algorithm begins with an initial set of hypothesized atoms locations, which is typically modeled after a priori information about the general structure of the material. As discussed, for powder experiments, this information can be obtained from Rietveld refinement of powder diffraction data, or by other means of global crystal structure determination. With the properly constructed unit cell, the initial supercell is created by replicating the pattern across a user-defined domain.

Given this initial configuration, the frequency of distances between atom locations is averaged and scaled to create the partial pair distribution functions,

\[
g_{ij}(r) = \frac{n_{ij}(r)}{(4\pi r^2 dr)(c_i c_j)}, \tag{1}
\]

where \(n_{ij}(r)\) is the average number of atoms of type \(j\) at a distance of between \(r\) Å and \((r + dr)\) Å from a central atom of type \(i\); \(c_i\) is the proportion of atoms of type \(i\) in the supercell, and \(c_{i,j}\) is the average number density of the material, i.e., the total number of atoms divided by the total volume of the supercell \((N/V)\). This information is then summarized into the total pair distribution function, defined as

\[
G(r) = \sum_{i,j} c_i c_j b_i b_j [g_{ij}(r) - 1], \tag{2}
\]

where \(b_i\) is the coherent neutron scattering length of atom type \(i\) (or the x-ray atomic form factor in the case of x-ray scattering data). This function is often normalized, thus representing the data in different units [14]. A few common transformations are the following:

\[
G^{PDF}(r) = 4\pi r p_0 G(r) \left(\sum_i c_i b_i\right)^{-2}, \tag{3}
\]

\[
D(r) = 4\pi r p_0 G(r). \tag{4}
\]

The RMC algorithm is an updating scheme that uses a normalized total pair distribution function to measure discrepancy between potential atomic configurations and the data. Specifically, denote the hypothesized and scaled total pair distribution function at iteration \(r\) as \(D^{(r)}(\cdot)\) and the measured or “experimental” scaled total pair distribution function as \(D^{E}(\cdot)\).

Although the partial pair distribution functions, and by extension the total pair distribution function, are continuous functions of \(r\), experimental data is discretized to facilitate computation. Therefore, the hypothesized total pair distribution function must also be similarly discretized to evaluate pairwise differences. Let \([(|r_l|, |r_l + dr|) : l = \{1, \ldots, L\}]\) be the set of intervals used to bin the atomic distances. The loss function which is minimized by RMC is then

\[
\chi^2_l = \sum_{i=1}^L \left(\frac{D^{(r)}(s) - D^{E}(r_l)}{\sigma^2_{D(r)}(r_l)}\right)^2 \tag{5}
\]

where \(\sigma^2_{D(r)}(\cdot)\) is the variance of the data, defined as a function of \(r_l\).

The updating algorithm is then as follows. Starting with an initial set of atomic locations \((t = 0)\), a single, randomly selected atom is moved a random distance. An updated \(\chi^2_{t+1}\) is calculated and the move is accepted with probability: \(\rho = \min(1, \exp(-\chi^2_{t+1}/\chi^2_t/2))\). This update is repeated until convergence and the final atomic configuration is the set of estimated locations.

The sequence of binning intervals is somewhat arbitrary, but guidelines exist to avoid introducing error into the result. For example, the shortest atomic bond known is 0.6 Å [15], so including intervals below that threshold may not be necessary. The resolution of the most sophisticated instrumentation is 0.002 Å [16], so smaller increments will not capture any additional information.

3. Prior and Related Work

There are several key features of the RMC algorithm that make it a robust method of atomic modeling, as pointed out by [17]. In contrast to previous work [18, 19, 20], edge and finite-size effects are avoided by using periodic boundary conditions and large supercells, respectively. The result is, at least theoretically, independent of the initial configuration since moves that increase \(\chi^2\) are also accepted with some probability. Although our description of the RMC algorithm is in terms of the total pair distribution function which exists in real space, the original experimental data observed in reciprocal space (angles and intensities), can be inserted into the algorithm and used equivalently, or in combination with real-space data.

To some, a disadvantage of the RMC algorithm is that it produces a non-unique solution of atomic disorder. There is no proof that the final \(\chi^2\) value will be a global minimum nor that the true atom distribution has been obtained. [17] argue that since the true structure of any material can never be known, an algorithm that produces a non-unique solution is actually an advantage. While the possibility of multiple solutions can be seen as an advantage, formal modeling of that variability remains an open topic.

Current research surrounding atomic structural modeling focuses on aspects such as simultaneous estimation of complex physical properties [21], grouping patterns in the resulting model [22], or improved computational efficiency...
In order to minimize the effect uncertainty has on the final estimates, many practitioners, including those mentioned above, average results obtained through multiple independent runs of the RMC algorithm. This strategy can also be used to gain insight on the uncertainty of the RMC result, albeit in a fairly informal manner.

Another approach to uncertainty quantification is achieved by condensing the supercell into a unit cell, creating a distribution of atom locations within the unit cell (see [24, 25, 26, 27, 22] for examples). This clearly requires less computing power than the previous approach and is helpful for visualization, however variance is only defined globally instead of locally. Still, many practitioners make no attempt to address model uniqueness or quantify uncertainties.

Thus, we propose the use of hierarchical Bayesian modeling to achieve local uncertainty quantification through a single run of the estimation algorithm. A Bayesian framework provides the additional benefit of immediate quantification of the uncertainty of any estimation of atom locations as well. [28] and [29] outlined the use of Bayesian inference in place of Rietveld refinement to quantify the uncertainty in global structure with diffraction data in reciprocal space. However, to our knowledge, no use of Bayesian methodology has been incorporated when describing the local structure with total scattering data in real space.

III. BAYESIAN METHODOLOGY

The Bayesian approach to statistical inference combines prior information about the parameters of interest with the likelihood for the data. This is achieved by treating the parameters as random variables and making use of Bayes’ theorem to compute the posterior distribution. Formally, let \( y \) be the observed random variable (\( D^F(r) \) in equation (4)) and \( \theta \) be the set of parameters of interest (all atom locations \( s \) and all other unknowns such as variance parameters). The likelihood function and joint prior distribution are combined to create the posterior distribution, \( p(\theta | y) \propto p(y | \theta)p(\theta) \), with which statistical inference is performed.

1. Overview of MCMC

We approximate the posterior distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Specifically, we use a combination of Gibbs [30] and Metropolis-Hastings [31, 32] sampling. As with RMC, the algorithm begins by setting initial values for all parameters and proceeds by cycling through the parameters and performing stochastic updates. After burn-in, the algorithm produces many samples from the joint posterior distribution which are used to approximate the posterior distribution and quantify parametric uncertainty.

Convergence of the algorithm is (theoretically) invariant to the initial values, but we use RMC results as initial values to encourage convergence. Parameters are updated from their full conditional posterior distributions, i.e., the distribution of the parameter conditioned on both the data and all other parameters in the model. If possible, the sample is simply drawn from the full conditional distribution in a Gibbs update; if the posterior is too complicated then it is sampled using Metropolis-Hastings rejection sampling. For the Metropolis-Hastings step at iteration \( t \), a candidate value \( \theta^* \) is drawn from a proposal density \( p(\theta^* | \theta^t) \). This candidate is then accepted by setting \( \theta^{t+1} = \theta^* \) with probability

\[
\rho = \min \left( 1, \frac{p(\theta^t | y)p(\theta^* | y)}{p(\theta^* | y)p(\theta^t | y)} \right).
\]

otherwise, \( \theta^{t+1} = \theta^t \). In our examples below, we run the algorithm for 2,000 iterations and discard the first 500 as burn-in, leaving 1,500 samples to approximate the posterior distribution.

2. Perovskite Model

To illustrate our method, we assume a perovskite structure, specifically tetragonal BaTiO\(_3\) (Figure 1), however the Bayesian framework could be applied to more complex structures. Perovskite BaTiO\(_3\) has become one of the most extensively studied functional materials since the discovery of its polar behavior in the 1940s [33, 34] due to its high dielectric constant and room temperature ferroelectric behavior. BaTiO\(_3\) has a well-known global structure, described with a tetragonal \( P4mm \) space group, with Ba atoms at \((0,0,0)\), Ti atoms at \((1/2,1/2,z)\), and O atoms at \((1/2,1/2,z)\) and \((1/2,0,z)\). Its polarization at room temperature is a consequence of an average relative displacement of Ti and O atoms along the c-axis from centrosymmetric positions in the unit cell [33, 35]. There have been a series of investigations into the small local deviations hallmark to its ordering behavior, particularly in regards to the correlation of atomic displacements in the polarization direction [35, 36, 22, 37].

Let \( i = \{\text{Ba, O, Ti}\} \) be the type of atom, \( j \in \{1, \ldots, n_i\} \) index an atom of type \( i \) within the supercell, and \( k \in \{1,2,3\} \) represent the dimension. Define \( s_{ij} = (s_{ij1}, s_{ij2}, s_{ij3}) \) as latent coordinates of atom \( j \) of type \( i \) and \( \mu_{ij} = (\mu_{ij1}, \mu_{ij2}, \mu_{ij3}) \) as the atom’s coordinates if the atoms adhered to a perfect lattice. We assume that each atom location follows a normal distribution with known mean and unknown variance. The variance of the data measured in real space, \( \sigma_D^2 \), is assumed constant and modeled with an inverse gamma distribution. The hierarchical model is then

\[
\text{Observational Model: } D^F(r_l) \mid N \left( D_\theta(r_l) \mid s, \sigma_D^2 \right)
\]

\[
\text{Structural Model: } s_{ij} \sim N \left( \mu_{ij}, \tau_i^2 \right)
\]

\[
\text{Hyperparameter Model: } \tau_i^2 \sim Uniform(0, \delta) \quad \sigma_D^2 \sim IG(\alpha, \beta)
\]

With priors specified as above, the full conditional distributions for parameters \( \sigma_D^2 \) and \( \tau_i^2 \) are available in closed-form and are as follows,

\[
p(\sigma_D^2 \mid D^F(r), s, \alpha, \beta) \sim IG \left( \alpha + \frac{L}{2}, \beta + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l=1}^L [D^F(r_l) - D_\theta(r_l) \mid s]^2 \right)
\]

\[
p(\tau_i^2 \mid D^F(r), s, \tau_i^2 \mid [\tau_j^2], \delta) \sim tIG(0,\delta) \left( \frac{3n_i}{2} - 1, \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{k=1}^3 [s_{ijk} - \mu_{ijk}]^2 \right).
\]
Here $IG_{(0,\delta)}$ represents a truncated inverse gamma distribution, restricted to the interval $(0, \delta)$. These parameters are updated using Gibbs sampling by drawing new values at each iteration from their full conditional distributions.

The full conditional distribution for $s_{ijk}$ is not available in closed form. Its posterior distribution has the complicated form,

$$p(s_{ijk} \mid D^E(r), s \setminus \{s_{ijk}\}, \tau^2, \sigma^2) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{L} \phi \left( \frac{D^E(r_i) - D_0(r_i) \mid s}{\sigma} \right) \phi \left( \frac{s_{ijk} - \mu_{ijk}}{\tau_i} \right),$$

where $\phi(\cdot)$ represents the probability density function of a standard normal distribution. We update the atom locations using a Metropolis-Hastings step as described above with an adaptive candidate distribution $N(s_{ijk}, \psi_i)$, where $\psi_i$ is periodically adjusted to maintain an acceptance rate between 0.25 and 0.5.

3. Comparison of RMC and Bayesian analysis via MCMC

We see three main advantages to the proposed Bayesian methodology over RMC. The first advantage is a more complete assessment of uncertainty. RMC and MCMC are clearly similar algorithms, with both relying on Metropolis-Hastings steps. However, in a Bayesian analysis implemented via MCMC, the stationary portion of the Markov chain created through simulation is equal to the desired posterior distribution. Unlike RMC, where the sequence of updates is discarded once convergence is met, with MCMC all post-burn-in samples are used to approximate the posterior distribution. Functions of the posterior distribution (e.g., the average deviation from the lattice for each atom type) are proper distributions themselves, which allows for testing of complex hypotheses. And, unlike classical statistical methods, the credible intervals created through Bayesian inference are also easily interpretable as having a set probability of containing the true parameter value.

The second advantage is that we are also able to compare models with different mean or variances structures. For example, if we are interested in comparing models with and without equal variance components across all atom types, this could be achieved by fitting two models (one with assumed equal variance and one without), and comparing their Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) [38] values. Since separate models can be fit independently, there is essentially no added computational cost as it is easily parallelized.

Finally, we allow incorporation of prior knowledge in a statistically appropriate manner. Substantial prior information about atomic structure generally exists, and the Bayesian methodology provides a seamless way to formally incorporate this information. Structural modeling is extremely challenging and often plagued by non-unique solutions, and so incorporation of prior knowledge can stabilize estimation. In fact, if we ignore all prior information (i.e., structural and hyperparameter layers of the hierarchical model), fix the error variance $\sigma^2$, and use only one sample from the posterior distribution, we have the RMC algorithm as a special case of the Bayesian analysis.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

1. Simulation

In order to test our methodology, we simulated an ideal BaTiO₃ structure and jittered the locations of atoms away from the lattice with variances 0.07², 0.09², and 0.05² for Ba, Ti, and O, respectively. The simulated data was constructed by following the equations (1)-(4) and then adding Gaussian noise, where $\sigma^2 = \text{Var}(G^{PDF}(r)) = 0.0027(\Sigma_i c_i b_i)^2$.

The crystal chemistry of the perovskite oxide at ambient conditions precludes atom location swapping. Global estimates (through Rietveld refinement of atomic displacement parameters) indicates limited atom movements associated with thermal vibrations and disorder. Thus, atom movements were constrained to prevent swapping relative to their original lattice location. Specifically, atom moves beyond 0.4Å from the original lattice were automatically rejected. The corresponding hyperparameter ($\phi = 0.04$) was also chosen to model this behavior. Prior knowledge on the variance of data was purposely not incorporated to allow the data to drive the posterior distribution. Therefore, a diffuse prior was selected for $\sigma^2_D(r)$ by setting $\alpha = 0.5$ and determining $\beta$ based on the solution to $\text{argmin}_\beta [\text{Var}(G^{PDF}(r)) - Q_\beta(0.9)]^2$, where $Q_\beta(p)$ represents the $p$-th quantile from an inverse gamma distribution with $\alpha = 0.5$. For our simulated data, this resulted in a hyperparameter, $\beta = 200$.

We assumed that the data originated from neutron diffraction, but the methodology can be applied to any diffraction data where a pair distribution function can be defined. For BaTiO₃, the neutron scattering lengths are $b = [5.07, -3.438, 5.803] \times 10^{-5}$Å and the concentrations are $c = [0.2, 0.2, 0.6]$ for Ba, Ti, and O, respectively. The supercell was limited to a cube of dimension $\approx 10$Å, which implies atom counts of Ba, Ti, and O equal to 27, 27, and 81, respectively. With a barrier added around the cube to facilitate using periodic boundary conditions, the supercell volume was $\approx 1741$Å³ and so $\rho_0 = 0.078$ atoms per Å³.

We used 2000 MCMC iterations with a burn-in of 500, satisfying the diagnostic defined by [39]. Where the RMC algorithm is aided by an initial configuration determined by Rietveld refinement, we found the convergence of the MCMC chains can be greatly accelerated by a few iterations of the RMC algorithm. We fit both a full model, including different variance estimates for each atom type, and a reduced model, assuming that the variances for all atom types were equivalent.

The acceptance rate and convergence in $\chi^2$ value does not have a theoretical basis. However, guidelines from the RMCProfile software [40] suggest that the acceptance rate should plateau at roughly between 0.25 and 0.6 and that the $\chi^2$ value should no longer exhibit consistent reduction, but rather should resemble white noise. Practitioners often iterate well past these guidelines and we do the same, performing $200 \times N$ iterations. Although the RMC algorithm is a rejection sampling algorithm and, thus, is theoretically protected against initial configurations, we run the RMC algorithm ten times. This will allow for direct comparison of estimation performance and uncertainty quantification given equivalent computational cost. Assessment of convergence and accep-
tance rates of the sampling algorithms are provided in the Appendix.

![Graph showing variance distributions for both models](image1)

Fig. 2. Posterior distributions for variance parameters estimated from simulated data compared to their true value for both the full (top) and reduced (bottom) models.

The resulting posterior distributions for the variance estimates for both models are provided in Figure 2, along with the true values used to generate the data represented by vertical lines. As expected, the variance for each atom type in the full model has high posterior density near the true values. Using a single variance estimate for all atom types, \( \sigma^2_{\text{reduced}} \) the highest posterior probability is quite close to the average atom variance weighted by atom type frequency, which is 0.0041. However, this model, by design, cannot capture the different variance for each atom type. The posterior median for both distributions of \( \sigma^2_D \) are approximately 0.08 \( (\sum_i c_i b_i)^2 \approx 17 \), while the true value for \( \sigma^2_D \) is 0.0027 \( (\sum_i c_i b_i)^2 \approx 0.568 \). Our hypothesis is that \( \sigma^2_D \) cannot be effectively modeled in real space; we mention extensions to reciprocal space in Section V.

As a more formal assessment of model fit, we compared models with the DIC metric. Given posterior distributions for both the full (unequal variance) and reduced (equal variance) models, the DIC metric quantifies whether or not separate variance parameters for each atom type are truly necessary. Resulting DIC values were 285.14 and 286.39 for the full and reduced models, respectively. A lower DIC implies a better fit, so this confirms the truth that the variances of atom type are not equal and should be modeled separately.

![Graph showing atom locations](image2)

Fig. 3. Posterior distributions of atom locations for the full model and point estimates provided by a single run of RMC compared to the true simulated locations.

The resulting atom locations for both the best RMC fit (designated by lowest \( \chi^2 \) value) and the Bayesian analysis assuming a full model are provided in Figure 3, along with the true locations as determined by the simulation. Of note, the center of the posterior distributions are typically closer to the true values. To summarize, we compared the best fitting RMC estimate, the mean RMC estimate, and the mean posterior estimate of every atom location to their true values by Euclidean distance. This information is summarized in Figure 4.

![Graph showing error in atom location](image3)

Fig. 4. Error in atom location for all atoms as measured by Euclidean distance, grouped by method and atom type.

It is clear that the Bayesian approach consistently reduces the error in location estimate as compared to a single RMC run, even the best fitting RMC output. However, if the Bayesian approach were to increase the error as compared to an average of multiple RMC runs, then one would need to balance improved accuracy against the versatility of the Bayesian methodology. For this example, the Bayesian approach was more accurate than the mean of multiple RMC runs for 60% of all locations, was lower in median error for all atom types.

As mentioned, functions of posterior distributions are available at an additional computational cost that is negligible. The posterior mean and 95% credible region for the total pair distribution function is provided as an example and is shown in Figure 5, along with the data and the best RMC fit. Both the RMC and Bayesian approaches provide good fits to the data, however the posterior mean obtained from the Bayesian approach shows no discernable difference from the truth. Also, the Bayesian result includes credible regions, so it also quantifies the uncertainty in the simulated data.
Fig. 5. Total pair distribution function for the simulated data, a single RMC run, and the posterior mean with a Bayesian 95\% credible region.

### 2. Application

A structural analysis on real BaTiO$_3$ neutron data was also performed. Given the same hierarchical model as in the simulation, posterior distributions were obtained and results are provided in Figures 6–8.

Fig. 6. Posterior distributions for variance parameters estimated from the observed data for both the full and reduced models.

In contrast to the simulation, the variance in the data is substantially larger. This pattern continues to the total pair distribution function, as the confidence bands in Figure 8 are much wider. The disparity between variances of atom type again indicates inequality and the DIC values, 3711.25 and 3723.20 for the full and reduced models, respectively, provides credence to this hypothesis. However, the magnitude and relative ranking of variability across different atom types is slightly different in the observed data. Specifically, the variability in atom location is larger in the observed data and the variability in titanium atoms is substantially larger than both that of barium and oxygen atoms. The pattern is clearly visible in Figure 7, where the barium and oxygen atoms are fairly stationary, while the titanium atoms have an expanded space of high posterior probability.

Fig. 7. Posterior distributions of atom locations for the full model compared to point estimates provided by a single run of RMC on the experimental data.

### V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the use of Bayesian statistics provides a natural framework to quantify the uncertainty in every atom location as well as any function of atom location. Model comparison regarding mean or covariance parameters is also available, allowing users to determine how best to describe atom movement within a material. Quantifying the uncertainty in the data can also be an essential tool for practitioners attempting to determine when their data is of sufficient quality. An additional benefit of our method is that the error associated with estimated atomic location is reduced.

Fig. 8. Total pair distribution function for the observed data, a single RMC run, and the posterior mean with a Bayesian 95\% credible region.

Although our proposed methodology quantifies uncer-
tainty in real space, the measured data originates in reciprocal space and is then transformed into real space. Thus, possible improvements include modeling the measurement error variance in reciprocal space and then transforming to real space or assuming the observational model itself occurs in reciprocal space. The data in reciprocal space, being count data, is often assumed Poisson in nature. We look to exploit that behavior in our hierarchical model, while assessing the assumption that the variance is proportional to the square root of the measured intensities [41].

Modeling the variance in both real and reciprocal space will also allow for comparison of data collected by different metrologies and under different settings, which would be of great value to the materials science community.

APPENDIX

The posterior draws and chains of $\chi^2$ values for the MCMC and RMC algorithms, respectively, for the simulated data are provided below in Figures 9–10. We also include the acceptance rates for both procedures in Figures 11–12. Likewise, chains and acceptance rates for both algorithms applied to the observed data are provided in Figures 13–16.

Fig. 9. MCMC chains for all variances and both models for the simulated data.

Fig. 10. $\chi^2$ values for the RMC algorithm applied to the simulated data for all ten chains.

Fig. 11. Acceptance rates for all atom locations of the MCMC algorithm, applied to the simulated data, assuming the full model (top) and the reduced model (bottom).

Fig. 12. Acceptance rates for the RMC algorithm applied to the simulated data for all ten chains.

Fig. 13. MCMC chains for all variances and both models for the observed data.
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